
Beautiful bump run with a severe side-slant
to keep it interesting; never crowded and
the bumps have great shape

Bonaventure Quad; exit left601 
Bumps
(Advanced)

If lapping bumps is your thing; Haynes, UN
and Hot Shot Derick are the way to go

Jet Triple; exit right and take the
second left (just after U.N.) HaynesBump Laps

One of the connectors from the Jay Triple to
the tram and makes for a scenic, quiet run

Accessible from The Village Double
or the Taxi Quad, exit either lift to 
 the right 

Queens
Highway

Easy Scenic

An isolated run that only leads to the
condos and the Village Double; a real
learner will enjoy having this to him or
herself 

Directly underneath the Village
DoubleRaccoon RunJust Learning

A wide connector maintains higher snow
quality as it is skied less than other
connectors

Angel's Wiggle

From the Bonaventure Quad and
come in from Northway; or take the
Jet Triple and exit right and enter
from Montrealer 

Groomer

Narrow bump run in the woods; it's quiet,
gradual and perfect for enabling  an
intermediate bump skier to get her licks in

Take the Tram or the Flyer Express
and stay to the skier's left; run's just
above Ullr's Dream 

Poma Line
Bumps
(Learning)

At 3 miles, this is the longest run on the
mountain; it has a nice variety of terrain
while staying pretty wide throughout and
serving great views most of the way

Take the Tram or the Flyer Express
and stay to the skier's left Ullr's  DreamLongest

Lightly gladed run with a moderate pitch; a
fun way to start turning through the treesHalf Moon

Exit the Metro Quad to the left;
follow Perry Merril and look catch
in on the left 

Glades

A vast forest of fresh snow; despite its
appearance on the map, it's super long and
never gets old due to its width

Jet Triple; exit left and go as far as
you can before heading downTimbuktu

Glades 
(Long)

The moderate pitch here makes for a 
 relaxing tree run; farthest from the lift, it's
quiet and there's a nice cruiser at the end
(or take Kokomo for a gladed blue finish)

Take the Tram or the Flyer Express
and follow Ullr's Dream as far left as
possible, then cut into the glades

Andre's Paradise
/ Beaver Pond

Glades 

The opener of Staircase is the steepest glade  
in the East; you will be rewarded though,
it's great fun from there all the way down

Flyer Express Quad; head directly
under the lift and keep lookout on
the right 

Staircase
Steep
& Scary

Going left seems like the obvious choice off
of the Jet chair, but go right to find this
short but consistently steep, fun glade with
an exciting drop-out ending

Jet Triple; exit right, follow
Montrealer past Kitzbuehel to access
Kitz Woods

Kitz Woods
Glades
(Short & Steep) 
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